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Introduction 
 
Understanding the physics of capacitive touch technology makes it easier to choose the right 
configuration for each design.  This White Paper describes the shared principles behind all 
capacitive touch designs and outlines the hardware and software options to make 
implementation faster and easier. 
 
 
White Paper 
 
Pertinent Physics of Capacitors 
 
Despite different schemes for capacitive touch technology, each configuration shares the 
same fundamental equations:  The first equation (see Equation 1) is for capacitance, and it 
relates to how a capacitor is defined by its plate model with area, distance, and material 
properties.  The second equation (see Equation 2) relates the voltage to the current of a 
capacitor and brings in the rate of charge, equivalent to a time constant, τ, of an RC circuit.  
The third equation (see Equation 3) shows how the capacitance of capacitors in parallel will 
add together. 
 

Equation 1: 
d
AC ε

=                 

Equation 2: 
dt
dVCI =               

 
Equation 3: C1 || C2  CNET = C1 + C2 

 
Equation 1 is the model for a capacitor with two plates.  This applies to touch-sensing 
applications because your finger acts like a plate that you draw near the sensor plate. The 
sensor will have some nominal capacitance C1 (from traces, nearby ground, etc.).  Your 
finger draws near and the distance “d” decreases, while ε  and A increase and an additional 
capacitor “C2” is introduced in parallel. The net effect is that the capacitance on that sensor 
line increases by the additional capacitance C2.  The software must then detect this via the 
hardware, which brings a sensor reading into the microcontroller.  The hardware will utilize 
Equation 2—the charge-time equation—in some form or fashion.   
 
Sensor Design 
 
Sensor design is usually simple.  Capacitive coupling effects and the physics associated with 
them should be kept in mind when designing a layout. The area of the pad and the material 
composition thickness above it are the most critical aspects.   
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For a keypad-type application, the size of a sensor should be at least the size your fingertip 
makes when you press it onto a flat surface.  A larger sensor, based upon area “A” in 
Equation 1, will generally have better sensing capabilities.  Additionally, a person does not 
necessarily have the best control over where they place their capacitance with their finger, 
nor will any two people have exactly the same amount of capacitance.  The sensor must be 
as forgiving as possible to the different touches it experiences, while always reporting 
presses accurately.  
 
There are times when a fingertip-sized sensor is not always best.  As a working guideline, 
the thicker the material above the sensor pad, the larger the pad must be to detect a finger 
press.  This is because the capacitance a finger decreases by the distance “d” in Equation 1 
as the thickness of the material above the sensor pad increases.  In applications requiring 
very fine sensor control (e.g. small sensors), a thick material covering will eventually restrict 
the sensor’s capabilities to detect a press.  Hence, very small sensors must have the thinnest 
possible covering.  Additionally, very small sensors in close proximity to each other can form 
a capacitive coupling.  Placing ground between them in the hardware reduces this coupling.  
There are also software tricks that can be used to distinguish between sensors that are 
strongly coupled to each other, which will be discussed later. 
 
This paper has so far discussed theory pertaining to the fact that a finger introduces 
additional capacitance to the sensor’s nominal parasitic capacitance, “Cp.”  There are two 
additional large blocks to fill in order to gather a reading.  The first is the hardware, which will 
capture the change in capacitance in some form; and the second is the software to interpret 
what is going on in the system at the sensor and application levels.   
 
Hardware Overview 
 
The hardware used to capture sensor data and convert it into a number (the reading) can be 
developed in many ways. In capacitive touch-sensing designs, it is the hardware that 
distinguishes different microcontroller vendors’ offerings for this application.  Three 
fundamental things relating current to voltage that can be measured from Equation 2: 
 

1. A change in the time required to charge to a fixed voltage (Δt fixed V) 
2. A change in the voltage level charged within a fixed time (ΔV fixed t) 
3. A change in frequency over a fixed period of time (Δf fixed T)  

 
The frequency-measurement scheme is based upon the charge-rate equation, repeated 
many times, however it is over a longer period T instead of a single charge cycle t.  So, a 
change in the time required to charge to a fixed voltage (Δt fixed V), and a change in the 
voltage level charged within a fixed time (ΔV fixed t), define fundamental methods for 
detecting a change in capacitance.  New measurement schemes may be created based 
upon these fundamentals as needed or desired. 
 
For measuring a change in the time required to charge to a fixed voltage, the additional 
capacitance of a finger increases charge time (C increases), so the time reading likewise 
increases.  For measuring a change in voltage charged within a fixed time, the additional 
capacitance reduces the voltage level charged to in the same amount of time, and the 
voltage reading therefore decreases.  Lastly, for measuring frequency over a fixed time 
period, the frequency decreases as the RC constant of the oscillator increases.  Hence, the 
frequency reading decreases. 
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The frequency-measurement scheme will be used for examples in this paper; however post-
processing schemes will be applied to each system.  The capacitance reading may increase 
using one scheme and decrease in another, but this can be adjusted in software.  Once a 
hardware scheme has been chosen, the reading enters the microcontroller upon request, or 
at other intervals dictated by the software’s configuration.  For the examples presented in this 
paper, a key press will be indicated by a decreased sensor reading.  
 
Microcontroller Software & Post-Processing 
 
The software in the microcontroller is where much of the capacitive touch-sensing work is 
done, provided the hardware and sensors are working.  The better the sensors and the entire 
system, the more easily the software can be implemented.  To begin developing the 
software, remember that each sensor has some natural parasitic capacitance: Cp, or C1 
from Equation 3.  Each sensor, therefore, has some sort of nominal value that it reads.  It is 
easy to establish this visually by observing the sensor’s output.  However, in software, this 
nominal value must be established before we can make reference to any deviations from it.  
The best way to do this is to create a running average—say, a 16-point average.  It is 
inefficient to store the previous 16 values to compute the average, so instead a more 
complex-to-read, but computationally simpler and memory-saving average will be used.  The 
following code performs the average.  The <input> is the sensor-reading value as a 16-bit 
unsigned value or variable. 
 

reading  = <input>;    // sensor 
bigval   = reading << 4;   // mul by 16 
smallavg = average >> 4;   // div by16 
average += reading – smallavg; // perform average 

 
While large PC processors have plenty of computing power, small microcontrollers are often 
limited in this area.  Using shifts, additions and subtractions reduces performance losses, 
compared to doing an actual division.  Additionally, this averaging routine is not particular to 
capacitive touch sensing in any way—it is simply useful for the 8-bit microcontroller. 
 
Only one sensor will be discussed at a time throughout most examples and algorithms 
provided in this paper.  Simply use an array of values to increase the number of sensors on 
the software side, to match the hardware (i.e. average[0]..average[N]).   
 
Now that an average value has been established, the sensor scan loop must be created with 
the goal of watching for deviation from the average.  Start with a simple loop, as illustrated by 
the flowchart in Figure 1. The scan loop is interrupt driven, and uses two timers and the 
frequency-shift detection method.  Timer0 determines the fixed time period, T, over which to 
measure positive edges into the Timer1 capture module, which then yields a measurement of 
frequency.  More positive edges indicate a faster frequency.  When a measurement is ready 
to be taken, Timer0’s overflow initiates an interrupt, while Timer1 measures positive edges.  
The “Capture Reading” box of the flowchart shows when the reading is taken.   
 
The next step is to determine whether the button was pressed.  If the button was not 
pressed, continue averaging the reading of the sensor.  If the button was pressed, do not 
average the sensor or else it will continue to track the reading forever (which is usually not 
desired).  After this, indicate to the application code that a press has occurred, by using bit 
flags in C or by other means.  Do not call routines that require a lot of further computation 
from within the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR)—it is better to set a flag and let the main loop 
respond. 
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Buttons.SENSOR0 = 0; // Not pressed 
Buttons.SENSOR0 = 1; // Pressed 

 
At this point, if there is a single key, start the measurement over by clearing the timers or 
discharging the capacitor to ground, as described by the fundamental method.  If there are 
multiple keys, sequence through the keys to scan.  Using the flowchart in Figure 1, a 
rudimentary system can scan keys at a periodic rate.   
 
What has not yet been discussed is the determination as to whether a key was pressed.  The 
“Key Pressed?” decision block in Figure 1 requires the most thought and attention to detail.  
This will be discussed next. 
 

Timer0 Interrupt
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Simple Sensor-Scan Flowchart  

 
 
Simple Decoding: Is a Key Pressed? 
 
We established the running average in order to determine if a key is pressed.  Once that has 
been established, deviations in measurements from this average will indicate that a key has 
been pressed.  For our system, a decrease in reading indicates a press.  There are ambient 
effects and other issues to deal with, such as noise, so some margin must be provided.  Four 
variables are used to determine whether there is a key press: 
 

unsigned char reading;  // Sensor reading 
unsigned char average;  // Sensor average value 
unsigned char trip;  // Sensor threshold 
unsigned char hyst;  // Sensor hysteresis 

 
The simplest test for a press is as follows: 
 
 if (reading < average – trip) { 
  Buttons.SENSOR0 = PRESSED; 

} else { 
 Buttons.SENSOR0 = UNPRESSED; 
} 
 

However, this system provides no hysteresis and is subject to flickering about the trip 
threshold, which is bad.  To avoid this, include hysteresis: 
 

if (reading < average – trip) { 
  Buttons.SENSOR0 = PRESSED; 

} else if (reading > average – trip + hyst) { 
 Buttons.SENSOR0 = UNPRESSED; 
} 

 
The above code adds hysteresis on the release of a button, so that the button does not 
flicker. It also creates a minimal amount of debouncing for the capacitive switch.  Mechanical 
pushbuttons have bouncing on the line from 0-VDD.  A capacitive button does not suffer from 
this problem; however, by adding hysteresis, a normal press is required and a strong release 
may be set.  This results in minimal debouncing, because a single press still activates the 
key.  To add further debouncing requires several successive valid sensor reads, which 
indicate a positive press before signaling the press to the application.  Doing so will prevent a 
false low reading from impacting the system. 
 
Complex Decoding Schemes 
 
The previous decoding scheme, which was used to determine whether a button was 
pressed, was fairly simple.  In this next section of the paper, more complex schemes will be 
used.  These include percentage-based detection, multi-key voting, and computationally-
cheap percentage pressing.  We will also discuss when to use the simple scheme and when 
to use more complex schemes.  
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In the previous simple scheme, the threshold variable trip was an absolute value below the 
average value.  It would be better to make it even more abstract and have a relative value, 
such as a percentage deviation from the nominal.  In order to do this, more computations 
must be done, and this is a tradeoff in the system.  Using the absolute threshold requires 
more working knowledge of the system, whereas using a percentage-based system applies 
to many systems within reasonable limits.  Typical changes, due to a finger press, are 
detectable anywhere between 1% and 20%.  If there is a less than 1% change in reading 
from a finger press, the system will experience errors.  Touching bare- metal sensors yields 
readings higher than 20%, but this is not a typical use.  If the system operates in this way, 
the simple-switch algorithm can be utilized. 
 
For percentage presses, we will maintain the averaging scheme discussed earlier.  However, 
the reading variable will be transformed as follows: 
 

unsigned long percent; 
 
percent = average – (reading*16); 
if (percent < 0) { 
 percent = 0;   // ignore upward motion 
 
} else { 
 percent = percent * 1000;   // scale by 1000 
 percent = percent / average; // result as 100.0% 
} 

  
The resulting variable percent contains a value from 0 to 1,000 and, more practically, ranges 
from about 0 to 200, representing 20.0%.  A single decimal place is maintained, as more 
digits do not increase accuracy.  
 
Replacing the previous “if” statement will yield an “if” statement similar to the following: 
 

#define PCT_ON  50   // >5.0% turn on 
#define PCT_OFF 30   // <3.0% turn off 
 
if (reading < PCT_ON) { 

  Buttons.SENSOR0 = PRESSED; 
} else if (reading > PCT_OFF) { 
 Buttons.SENSOR0 = UNPRESSED; 
} 

 
The next complex decoding scheme is called “multi-key voting.” As discussed earlier, 
sensors not only couple to your finger and the nearby ground, but they can also couple to 
each other.  Hence, touching one sensor affects the other, but typically to a lesser degree 
than other unwanted stimulus.  What happens if, even to a lesser degree, the effect is 
enough to trigger a press?   
 
The multi-key voting system was developed to aid in this problem and other problems 
associated with keypad contaminations.  At the expense of restricting presses to a single 
key, the multi-key voting system chooses the most pressed key.   
For example, if your touch affects two keys, but the one below your finger is most affected, 
this algorithm chooses the key is the most pressed.  
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This algorithm must have the data from all available sensors.  For example, assume four 
sensors are used.  The algorithm also uses the percentage-pressed method, because each 
sensor may read a little differently and the abstraction from raw values helps.  The system 
must scan all four sensors and, after doing so, performs the following steps: 
 

1. Scan all sensors, first 
2. Record each sensor’s % pressed, during each scan 
3. Sort most pressed 
4. Sort index, based upon step 3 
5. Sensor at array location 0 is most pressed 
6. Determine if greater than minimum threshold 
7. Signal press/no press 

 
Code Example 1 shows the instructions for implementing the key steps of this percent-voting 
scheme.  It is assumed that the complete scanning system is already set up, and that only 
the voting system now needs to be implemented in the code.   
 
The first block of code starts with Step 3 and sorts two arrays—pctarray[] and indxarray[].  
The pctarray array includes values loaded from each scan of each sensor, from the individual 
sensor scans performed just prior.  The indxarray must be reset each time.  The indxarray 
associates an index (as to which sensor is which)—corresponding to each percent value in 
the pctarray.  This index keeps track of which sensor reading in pctarray is which, during the 
sort of step 4.  (Please see the presentation slides associated with this paper for a more 
pictographic explanation.) 
 
Once sorted from most to least, the next block of code performs Steps 6 and 7.  The 
pctarray[0] value is the most-pressed reading, and the indxarray[0] is the sensor’s index.  
Then, a simple check may be performed, if that value is above or below the acceptable 
threshold.  If the key is pressed, then you can determine from the indxarray[0] value which 
sensor it is.  If the value is considered “off,” then no keys are pressed (as that key is the most 
often pressed).  All keys should be signaled “off” tat the application level. 
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Code Example 1: 
 
if (INDEX == 3) { 
 // If end of scan 
 
 IndxArray[0] = 0; // Reset IndxArray 
 IndxArray[1] = 1; 
 IndxArray[2] = 2; 
 IndxArray[3] = 3; 
 
 // Sort PctArray and IndxArray, big to small 
 // .. based on PctArray 
 for (i=0; i<NUM_BTTNS-1; i++) { 
  for (j=0; j<((NUM_BTTNS-1)-i); j++) {  
   if (PctArray[j] < PctArray[j+1]) { 
          temp = PctArray[j];      
   // Store j'th element 
              PctArray[j] = PctArray[j+1];      
 // Move j+1'th 
    PctArray[j+1] = temp;      
  // Move orig. j'th   
 
    temp = IndxArray[j];      
  // Sort Index array just like 
    IndxArray[j] = IndxArray[j+1];     
 // to follow with Pct Array 
    IndxArray[j+1] = temp; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
if (INDEX == 3) { 
 // If end of scan, do the following 
 
if (PctArray[0] > PCT_ON) { 
 // (Is pct of most pressed >than PCT_ON value? .. Yes) 
   
 // Button is pressed 
 switch(IndxArray[0]) { 
  case 0: Buttons.BTN0 = 1; // Set flag for key 
    Buttons.BTN1 = 0;     
    Buttons.BTN2 = 0;     
    Buttons.BTN3 = 0;     
    break;        
  case 1: Buttons.BTN0 = 0; 
    Buttons.BTN1 = 1; 
    Buttons.BTN2 = 0; 
    Buttons.BTN3 = 0; 
    break;       
  case 2: Buttons.BTN0 = 0; 
    Buttons.BTN1 = 0; 
    Buttons.BTN2 = 1; 
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    Buttons.BTN3 = 0; 
    break;       
  case 3: Buttons.BTN0 = 0; 
    Buttons.BTN1 = 0; 
    Buttons.BTN2 = 0; 
    Buttons.BTN3 = 1; 
    break;       
  default: break; 
 } 
   
} else if (PctArray[0] < PCT_OFF) { 
 // Is the most pressed button above the open level? 

// .. release all buttons. 
 Buttons.BTN0 = 0;  
 Buttons.BTN1 = 0; 
 Buttons.BTN2 = 0; 
 Buttons.BTN3 = 0; 
} 
 
} // end: if (INDEX == 3){ , restrict to complete scan  
 
The last complex decoding scheme is also a percentage scheme.  The percentage 
computations can require significant program and RAM memory, from the total memory 
available on an 8-bit microcontroller.  It is better to reduce this memory consumption, if 
possible.  A simpler percentage exists if you are using large numbers and can afford some 
loss of resolution.  
 
Using more shifts for divides, similar to the averaging scheme, percentage thresholds of the 
average can be determined as follows: 
 

threshold = average >> 3;  // Sensor  
// threshold is now 1/8th, 12.5% 
 
if (reading < average – threshold)  
  {...} 
 

Useful percentages are listed below. 
 

threshold = reading >> 1;  // 1/2   = 0.500 
threshold = reading >> 2;  // 1/4   = 0.250 
threshold = reading >> 3;  // 1/8   = 0.125 
threshold = reading >> 4;  // 1/16  = 0.063 
threshold = reading >> 5;  // 1/32  = 0.031 
threshold = reading >> 6;  // 1/64  = 0.016 
threshold = reading >> 7;  // 1/128 = 0.008 

 
Some round-off resolution is lost in the threshold value for each bit shifted.  However, with 
large 16-bit numbers, losing the four least significant bits is okay for a 1/16th percentage of 
6.25%.  Now, for simple-percentage computations, the unsigned long percent variable used 
previously may be avoided, as well as the additional computations required for division.  This 
is another technique that is not particular to capacitive touch sensing, but it is nonetheless 
very useful for touch-sensing implementations. 
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Conclusions 
 
There are a number of ways in which capacitive-touch systems may be implemented, as 
exhibited by the various embedded products available on the market for this application.  The 
interesting thing about each of these solutions is that they share the same physics and a 
common foundation. Some will suggest different layouts, combining ground with the sensor; 
and many involve proprietary material.  However, the concepts behind capacitive touch 
sensing are quite simple—the key is to implement a design with an understanding of the 
physics behind the application.  This, combined with a good understanding of the hardware 
and software schemes used, makes capacitive touch-sensing systems easy to implement.  
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